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unique nature of face recognition. Similarly, the advan-Department of Psychology
tage dog breeders have over nonexperts in recognizingRidley Building
dogs is nullified by inversion (Diamond and Carey, 1986).Newcastle University
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can be acquired by training, suggesting that the recogni-NE1 7RU
tion of any class of object can become ªspecialº if enoughUnited Kingdom
time is spent practicing.
Is There an Anatomically Discrete
Are faces processed differently from other complex vi- Face Processing Area?
sual stimuli? For this to be the case, three main criteria When human subjects are shown faces, functional im-
would have to be fulfilled: (1) face recognition would aging studies show bilateral activity in the fusiform gyri.
exhibit functional characteristics not found in the recog- This activity is unlikely to represent just the activity of
nition of other visual stimuli, (2) the neural machinery a putative ªface-specificº area. For example, if the visual
that mediates face recognition would be anatomically system is composed of both a general recognition sys-
tem and a face-specific system, a face will stimulateseparate from the neurons mediating general object rec-
both systems, since a face can be deconstructed intoognition, and (3) faces would be represented differently
simpler components that will stimulate the general sys-from other visual stimuli at the neural level. This paper
tem. To isolate purely face-specific activity, McCarthyassesses the data bearing on these criteria and dis-
and his colleagues (1997) reasoned that if the objectcusses whether they do indeed constitute evidence for
recognition system was already occupied with pro-a special face processing system.
cessing a number of objects, if a face was then shownIs Face Recognition Functionally Different
at the same time, an additional area would be activatedfrom Recognition of Other Visual Stimuli?
corresponding to a face-specific area.It requires some very fine within-category judgments to
To test this hypothesis, McCarthy et al. (1997) usedrecognize and to discriminate between faces and the
functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) to mea-different facial expressions displayed by the same face.
sure the activation evoked by faces compared to flowersTo support this ability, it has been proposed that a sepa-
presented in the middle of a continuously changingrate system has evolved to mediate face recognition.
montage of either common objects or ªscrambledº ob-This system shows functional properties that are thought
jects. It was assumed that the scrambled objects wouldto be unique to face recognition and are not displayed
not stimulate the higher object recognition areas butin the recognition of other visual stimuli. For example,
would act as controls for basic stimulus features suchif faces are shown upside-down, then the speed and
as luminance and spatial frequency. So, seen amongaccuracy of identification by observers is reduced rela-
the scrambled object montage, the faces should acti-tive to faces shown the right way up. This ªinversion
vate areas that process them both as a unique patterneffectº has been interpreted as evidence that inverted
(i.e., the face recognition area) and as a collection offaces are processed and recognized on the basis of
shapes that make up a face (i.e., part of the generalthe components that make up a face, while normally
object processing system). Presented among the objectoriented faces are processed as a unique pattern. A
montage, the faces should stimulate the face processingsimilar effect does not appear to hold for general object
area, which should not be activated by the object mon-recognition, and thus the inversion effect has been
tage. That part of the general object processing systemviewed as a ªdiagnostic featureº of the unique nature
stimulated by faces as a collection of object featuresof face recognition (Moscovitch et al., 1997).
should already be activated by the montage of objects,However, one must ask to what extent these ªunique
so the only new area of activation should be that specificfeaturesº are merely the by-product of training. After all,
to processing faces.as social primates, we have to rapidly become experts
McCarthy et al.'s results seem consistent with this setin recognizing and interpreting faces. Might sufficient
of predictions. Bilateral regions of the fusiform gyruspractice making similar fine discriminations between a
were activated by faces viewed among the scrambledclass of nonface objects lead to similar functional prop-
object montage, but when viewed among the objecterties to those displayed by the face recognition sys-
montage, the faces differentially activated a focal regiontem? In a recent experiment, subjects were trained to
in the right fusiform region. This suggested that facesdiscriminate between artificial patterns called ªgree-
are indeed represented in a specialized region, whichblesº (Gauthier and Tarr, 1997). The advantage in accu-
is evident when the general object recognition systemracy, reaction time, and sensitivity to changes in the
is active. The preferential activation of the right side isconfigurations of the greebles that trained observers
consistent with results from behavioral, clinical, and elec-have over naive observers is nullified by inverting the
trophysiological studies (see Farah, 1996, and Mosco-images. Thus, the trained observers display the same
vitch et al., 1997, for references), which all suggest that
recognition of faces as a unique pattern is mediated by
the right side of the brain.* E-mail: m.j.tovee@ncl.ac.uk.
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This result has received powerful support from a case activity to cars, which are large objects found in the
same visual environment as buildings, but are obviouslystudy of a lesion patient (C. K.) with severe object agno-
sia but unimpaired face recognition. The existence of unreliable landmarks for navigation, was barely half that
of the response to buildings. These results are consis-this patient shows that there is at least some degree of
separation of face processing from other object pro- tent with another study implicating a nearby region in the
representation of visual scenes (Epstein and Kanwisher,cessing areas, but it also allows us to look at the role
of these latter processes in face recognition. For exam- 1998); these studies likely target the same area (Aguirre
et al., 1998). The existence of areas activated by specificple, C. K. performed as well as controls as long as the
face was upright, but if it was inverted, he was severely stimuli suggests the existence of a unitary object recog-
nition system, which is further subdivided into a numberimpaired relative to controls. These results contrast in-
terestingly with those from a patient called L. H., who of subsystems or modules, each of which is responsive
to a specific class of objects.suffered from a selective impairment of face recognition
(prosopagnosia). L. H. was severely impaired in the rec- There seems to be some flexibility in the development
of these modules. Polk and Farah (1998) studied theognition of upright faces but significantly better at in-
verted faces (Farah et al., 1995). Moscovitch and his neural basis of digit and letter recognition. Functional
imaging demonstrated that letter and digit recognitioncolleagues concluded that face recognition is based on
two mechanisms: the first recognizes a face as a specific depended on different neural substrates in a sample of
literate adults (Polk and Farah, 1998). Why should thispattern under limited viewing conditions, but under con-
ditions where this ªholisticº system is unable to recog- be? After all, the only basis for such a division would
seem to be the conventions of our system of notation.nize a face, it is processed by a general object pro-
cessing system. It is this latter mechanism that is One possibility may lie in the cooccurence of stimuli:
we seldom see a mixture of letters and digits in ourimpaired in C. K. but spared in L. H.
The functional imaging and clinical studies detailed environment; instead there is a preponderance of one
or the other, depending on the situation (i.e., wordsabove suggest that there is a face-specific area in the
human visual system. Is the anatomical specificity of versus numbers). The neural representation of the two
stimulus sets mirrors this division. This would suggestface recognition unique, or is it a general property of
a visual object recogntion system? In order for face that people working in an environment in which letters
and digits occur together (such as postal workers whorecognition to be ªspecial,º no other class of object
should be represented in this way. Other object classes process letters and digits together in postal codes)
would not show this segregation. Polk and Farah usedshould be processed by a general object recognition
system. The data presented above initially seem to favor the alphanumeric category effect to test this hypothesis.
In a search task, a letter among digits can be foundthis hypothesis. However, prosopagnosia is frequently
accompanied by other selective agnosias, such as the faster than a letter among other letters; it will ªpop out.º
It is believed that the cortical segregation of letters andinability to recognize and discriminate between different
coins or between different cars (see Farah, 1996, and digits accounts for this effect. When picking a letter
out from among other letters, the target and distractersMoscovitch et al., 1997, for references). These latter
deficits are potentially more important in distinguishing might interact and interfere with each other via short-
range cortical connections (Polk and Farah, 1998). Ifwhether face processing is special than a selective im-
pairment of face processing. If faces are represented digits are represented in a separate cortical region, they
would cause less interference when used as distracters.by a unique recognition system or by a specific subunit
within a global recognition system, it is theoretically If postal workers do not have this segregation, then they
should show no ªpop outº effect. This is exactly whatpossible to have a selective impairment of face recogni-
tion, sparing other forms of object recognition. However, Polk and Farah found. Their results suggest that visual
experience can lead to noninnate functions becomingif nonface objects are represented by a general recogni-
tion system, then damage to part of this system should mediated by dedicated and segregated brain systems.
Interestingly, a neurophysiological equivalent has beenaffect the processing of most, if not all, nonface stimuli.
The fact that selective deficits in nonface object pro- reported by Logothetis, who trained monkeys to dis-
criminate between complex, abstract, three-dimensionalcessing do occur suggests that the representation of
objects is by a visual system that is organized into ana- shapes and found the development of a population of
inferior temporal (IT) neurons whose responses are se-tomically discrete regions or ªmodulesº specialized for
a particular object class. Damage to one or more of lective to these artificial stimuli (Logothetis et al., 1995).
Whether the functional selectivity demonstrated bythese modules could produce the reported selective
impairments in the recognition of nonface objects. these studies corresponds to anatomical segregation
such as is seen for some classes of natural stimuli re-Recent functional imaging studies have suggested the
existence of specific modules for sets of visual stimuli mains to be seen. However, the fact that more than just
faces seem to be processed in an anatomically discreteother than faces, including tools, animals, words, and
landmarks. For example, Aguirre, Zarahn, and D'Espo- cortical area calls into question the special status of
faces in visual processing.sito (1998) demonstrated that a region of the lingual
gyrus is specialized for the recognition of buildings. The Are Faces Processed Differently From Nonface
Objects at the Neural Level?use of a well-balanced set of control conditions indi-
cates that this area is not responsive to the low-level This is ultimately the most important question that bears
upon the issue of whether face processing is special.visual features (such as texture or spatial frequency) of
the images tested. Additionally, they demonstrated that Neurons responsive to faces have been reported in the
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monkey IT and the walls and floor of the superior tempo- While this data supports the role of face cells in face
ral sulcus (STS). The results from single- and multi-elec- processing, it does not speak to the question of whether
trode recording in IT suggest that visual stimuli, such face cells are unique. Until recently, mainstream opinion
as objects and faces, are represented by a population has regarded them as an example of a class of cells in
code (e.g., Young and Yamane, 1992; Gochin et al., 1994). IT responsive to complex stimuli. It was assumed that
Face cells thus do not respond to just one specific face other IT cells would be responsive to other classes of
but give a graded response to a number of different complex three-dimensional stimuli. However, Keiji Ta-
faces (Young and Yamane, 1992), and an individual face naka has tried to determine whether these IT neurons
seems to be represented by a unique pattern of activa- are actually responsive to much simpler stimuli than
tion across a population of face cells (e.g., Young and previously believed (Fujita et al., 1992). He used a proce-
Yamane, 1992; Gochin et al., 1994). Theoretically, the dure that begins by presenting a large number of pat-
number of faces that can be represented by such a terns or objects while recording from a neuron, to find
population rises exponentially with increasing cell num- which objects excite the cell. Then, the component fea-
bers, and so a population code is potentially an ex- tures of the effective stimulus are segregated and pre-
tremely efficient way of representing stimuli in the brain sented singly or in combination, while assessing the
(Abbott et al., 1996). strength of the cell's response to each of the simplified
A recent study combining optical imaging with elec- stimuli. The aim was to find the simplest combination of
trophysiology has revealed a patchy distribution of cellu- stimulus features to which the cell maximally responds.
lar activity on the cortical surface in response to faces, Tanaka found a population of neurons in posterior TE
which suggests that face cells are organized into func- (a subdivision of IT), which he called elaborate cells,
tional columns (Wang et al., 1996). This seems consis- that seemed to be preferentially responsive to simple
tent with the columnar organization found in many other two-dimensional shapes. Moreover, closely adjacent
visual areas, such as V1 and V5. However, the staining cells usually responded to very similar feature configura-
also showed that, rather than discrete columns with tions. In vertical penetrations through the cortex, he
little overlap, there was significant overlap in activity to consistently recorded cells that responded to similar
different face orientations. This may mean that stimuli stimuli, suggesting that cells with similar preferences
are mapped as a continuum of changing features (Ta- extend through most cortical layers. In tangential pene-
naka, 1996). Such a continuous map could produce a trations, cells with similar preferences were found in
broad tuning of cortical cells for certain directions of
patches of z0.25 mm2. These results suggest that, like
feature space, which would allow the association of
face cells, the elaborate cells in TE are organized into
different but related images, such as the same object
functional columns, each column specifying a differentfrom different viewpoints or under different illumination.
type of shape (Fujita et al., 1992). Interestingly, faceThis would obviously be an important mechanism in the
cells appear to be resistant to Tanaka's simplificationdevelopment of a stimulus-invariant response. How-
protocol.ever, feature space is a vast multi-dimensional area in
These results could be interpreted in several ways.which even the simplest ªreal worldº stimulus will pos-
First, there could be a hierarchy of processing in whichsess a wide variety of elementary features, such as
elaborate cells in posterior TE feed into a higher celldepth, color, shape, orientation, curvature, and texture,
layer in anterior TE, whose cells respond preferentiallyas well as specular reflections and shading. Thus, a
to complex three-dimensional stimuli. The output ofcontinuous representation would have to be reduced in
populations of these cells would then signal the pres-some way to fit the limited dimensions possible in the
ence of a complex object to higher areas, such as thecortex. Ultimately, a columnar organization is more
prefrontal cortex. In this scenario, face cells are notlikely, with cells in several columns responsive to stimuli
special, they are just an example of a class of cell re-that have features in common and becoming jointly ac-
sponsive to complex stimuli. Alternatively, there may betive as appropriate, a scheme that can also give rise to
no population within TE upon which the elaborate cellsstimulus invariance.
converge. The pattern of responses across the variousAlthough there is no definitive proof that the so-called
columns of elaborate cells may directly signal the pres-ªface cellsº mediate face recognition, such a conclusion
ence of a complex object to a higher cortical area, with-is consistent with their functional properties. For exam-
out having to converge on cells in TE sensitive to moreple, presentation of a visual mask shortly after stimulus
complex stimuli. The simple-shape preferences of thesepresentation can be used to limit the amount of time a
cells would form a ªvisual alphabetº from which a repre-neuron has to process a target stimulus, and by manipu-
sentation of an object can be constructed (Stryker,lation of the timing of the mask pattern one can affect
1992). The number of these simple shapes is very smallcertain cell populations in preference to others (Rolls
by comparison to the number of possible visual patterns,and ToveÂ e, 1994). When the interval between the mask
in the same way that the number of words that can beand a face target stimulus is very short, there is very
constructed from an alphabet is very large. Each celllittle activity in ªface cells,º and the target is not recog-
would signal the presence of a particular simple shapenized by the monkey or human observers (Rolls and
if it was present in a complex pattern or object. In thisToveÂ e, 1994). As the interval lengthens, a point is
scenario, the face cells are seen as being special. Facesreached when, based on the face cells' activity, it is
are the only class of object or complex pattern that haspossible to differentiate between the different faces
a class of cells responsive specifically to them. All otherused as target stimuli. This is also the point when the
objects are represented as a distributed code acrosswhole observer can make these differentiations (Rolls
and ToveÂ e, 1994). the elaborate cells.
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The visual alphabet theory as originally formulated cortex. Under these circumstances, it is not unreason-
able to propose the evolution of a specific visual systemcannot be entirely correct. It assumes that an IT cell
will reliably signal the presence of the particular simple to mediate face recognition, but it is equally possible
that face recognition is mediated by a module of a gen-shape that excites it regardless of whatever else is pres-
ent in the visual field. However, several studies have eral object recognition system. In the latter scenario,
the module is comparatively large and complex, andsuggested that multiple stimuli in the receptive fields of
IT neurons show interaction effects, raising or reducing the ªspecialº features of face processing arise from the
amount of neural machinery dedicated to this task, aug-a cell's response to its preferred stimulus (e.g., Miller et
al., 1993). This suggests that, at the very least, the visual mented by the constant refinement of the module's func-
tional properties by the frequency and fineness of thealphabet theory needs to be modified to take into ac-
count the effect of multiple simple shapes in the cell's discriminations required. Strangely enough, the ques-
tion of whether face processing is unique cannot bereceptive field, such as when these shapes form a com-
plex object. However, regardless of the details, it is still resolved just by studying face recognition but must be
addressed by examining how other object classes arepossible that nonface objects are represented by a com-
plex distributed code across the elaborate cells. recognized and represented in the brain. Only then will
we be able to decide whether face processing is trulyIs Face Processing Special?
The results of the studies outlined above allow more ªspecial.º
than one interpretation. The face recognition system is
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